Production Scheduler-00007527

Description
There is an immediate opening for a Production Scheduler in Springfield, MA. The selected candidate will be responsible for planning and scheduling offline operations, managing imports of acoustics, and execution of DRP for Advanced Materials - Interlayers in the US.

Job Duties:

- Monitor execution plans to fulfill manufacturing order deadlines for U.S. Saflex offline operations & importation plans for acoustics products
- Execute Distribution Requirements Planning (DRP) for North America warehouses and export warehouse replenishments
- Execute corrective actions to the business plan inventory targets
- Utilize SAP system to maintain all planning parameters, review and manage to resolution all exception messages
- Identify and resolve conflicts with material availability, capacity availability and order promise data integrity
- Define and implement site and global supply chain process and cost improvement projects
- Interface with all suppliers and business leaders for corrective actions on day-to-day issues, i.e. on-time delivery, quality issues, transportation issues
- Back-up of other production scheduler personnel.

Qualifications

Required Education:

- Bachelor's Degree from an accredited college or university required
- Master’s Degree preferred (Industrial Engineering, Operations Research or Supply Chain Management)

Preferred Skills and Experiences:

- 0-2 years experience
- Lean Six Sigma, APICS, CPIM or CIRM certifications preferred.
- Knowledge of SAP and MRP II principles and concepts and supply chain processes.
- High degree of initiative, ability to achieve results individually and in a team environment, commitment to task and detail orientation.
- Strong written, verbal and interpersonal communication skills
Eastman Chemical Company (EMN)
Eastman is a global specialty chemical company that produces materials found in items people use every day. With a portfolio of specialty businesses, Eastman serves customers in approximately 100 countries, working with them to deliver innovative products and solutions while maintaining a commitment to safety and sustainability. Market-driven approaches leverage world-class technology platforms and leading positions in end-markets such as transportation, building and construction, and consumables. Eastman focuses on creating consistent, superior value for all stakeholders. Headquartered in Kingsport, Tennessee, USA, Eastman employs approximately 15,000 people around the world and had 2014 revenues of approximately $9.5 billion. Learn more at www.eastman.com

Apply online at:
https://eastman.taleo.net/careersection/10000/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=00007527